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A B S T R A C T

According to the National Restaurant Association, ethnic fusion cuisine is identified as a top food trend for the
next decade. To that end, it is important for hospitality researchers and practitioners to understand consumer
behavior in this fast-growing sector and derive appropriate marketing strategies for fusion restaurant brands.
The present research examines the joint effects of fusion type (creative-mix vs. variety-mix), restaurant price tier
(high vs. low), and cuisine compatibility (high vs. low) on consumers’ judgments and decision-making processes.
The results show that ethnic fusion restaurants in the higher-price tier will generate higher levels of perceived
chef expertise and visit intention through the creative-mix strategy, regardless of cuisine compatibility.
However, ethnic fusion restaurants in the lower-price tier will generate higher levels of perceived chef expertise
and visit intention through the variety-mix strategy only when cuisine compatibility is high. Implications for
marketing ethnic fusion restaurants are discussed.

“Try some of the wildest combinations of flavors at these Chicago
restaurants:
VERMILION // 10 W HUBBARD: Latin-Indian fusion
PARACHUTE CHICAGO // 3500 N ELSTON AVENUE: Korean-New
American fusion
FAT RICE // 2957 W DIVERSEY: Chinese-Portuguese fusion
BELLYSHACK // 1912 N WESTERN: Korean-Puerto Rican fusion”

—Chef Olé

—Chef Olé

1. Introduction

From “Spring Miso-Strone Soup” at the Orsa & Winston Italian-
Japanese fusion restaurant in Los Angeles to “The Boricua” at the Belly
Shack Korean-Puerto Rican fusion restaurant in Chicago, the culinary
blending of unique cultures and exotic flavors is more popular than ever
in today’s restaurant industry—sky is the limit in ethnic dining
(Greenwald, 2015; Passy, 2019; Wharton, 2014). Ethnic fusion restau-
rants practice the art and science of organically mixing various cuisine
styles into an exciting and appealing set of menu offerings (Spence,
2018; Stano, 2014). According to the National Restaurant Association’s
(2018) “What’s HOT Culinary Forecast” report, ethnic fusion cuisine is

identified as a top food trend for the next decade. To that end, it is
important for hospitality researchers and practitioners to understand
consumer behavior in this fast-growing sector and derive appropriate
marketing strategies for fusion restaurant brands.

Drawing on the culture-mixing phenomenon (Cheon, 2019; Choi
et al., 2018; De keersmaecker et al., 2016), the current research ex-
amines the effectiveness of two commonly used fusion types in ethnic
dining—creative-mix and variety-mix—and aims to understand how
such strategies affect consumers’ perceived chef expertise and the
downstream effect on restaurant visit intention. Specifically, a creative-
mix fusion type reflects the idea of “culture fusion” where different
cultures are fused together to create a new independent entity. For
example, ethnic fusion restaurants utilizing the creative-mix strategy
would offer original dishes that are designed to creatively blend in-
gredients and flavors from more than one cultures (e.g., Kung Pao
Chicken Taco). In contrast, a variety-mix fusion type embraces the
notion of “culture co-presentation” where different cultures remain as
separate entities and are mingled together without being pressed into
one. For example, ethnic fusion restaurants adopting the variety-mix
strategy would offer menus with a good selection of traditional dishes
from more than one cultures, reflecting a passion for classics re-
presenting each ethnic cuisine (e.g., menu consists of a Chinese section
and a Mexican section).
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In the current research, we propose that there is a congruency effect
between fusion type (creative-mix vs. variety-mix) and restaurant price
tier (high vs. low) in the context of ethnic fusion restaurants. Price is a
critical cue that drives consumers’ pre-purchase quality assessments
and product decisions, especially when the marketing offering is in-
tangible—for instance, experiential services (Parasuraman et al., 1985).
Hence it is not surprising that consumers may hold different im-
pressions and expectations for restaurants in the higher- vs. lower-price
tier (Hwang and Ok, 2013; Parsa and Njite, 2004; Ryu and Han, 2010).
Specifically, we argue that the creative-mix fusion type might be more
congruent with a higher-price tier positioning, given that culinary
creativity is a fundamental principle in the evaluation of high-end
dining experiences (Stierand and Dorfler, 2012; Yeh and Huan, 2017).
Conversely, the variety-mix fusion type should match better with a
lower-price tier positioning, because menu variety meets consumers’
need for high utilitarian value in evaluating restaurants the lower-price
tier (Ha and Jang, 2010a,b; Park, 2004; Ryu et al., 2010, 2008).

However, such a congruency effect is bounded by a crucial situa-
tional factor—cuisine compatibility, defined as the degree to which
consumers perceive a cuisine style is compatible with another in terms
of culinary characteristics and identity (Stano, 2014; Spence, 2018). For
example, the culinary tradition of Japanese cuisine might be perceived
as more compatible with Chinese cuisine, as compared with Mexican
cuisine. In the current research, we speculate that the competitive ad-
vantage of a creative-mix (vs. variety-mix) strategy will hold for res-
taurants in the higher-price tier regardless of cuisine compatibility,
whereas the variety-mix (vs. creative-mix) strategy is more effective for
restaurants in the lower-price tier only when cuisine compatibility is
high. Furthermore, we seek to shed light into the psychological me-
chanism underlying the joint effects of fusion type, restaurant price tier,
and cuisine compatibility on restaurant visit intention by empirically
testing the mediating role of perceived chef expertise.

This research makes several contributions to the hospitality mar-
keting literature. First, it extends research on ethnic dining by in-
vestigating the effectiveness of creative-mix and variety-mix strategies
and aligning such strategic orientations with the “culture fusion” and
“culture co-presentation” culture mixing phenomenon, thus bridging
the hospitality literature and sociology literature (Cheon, 2019; Choi
et al., 2018; De keersmaecker et al., 2016). Second, it adds to research
on restaurant branding and marketing by revealing the match between
fusion types and restaurant price tiers and by introducing the notion of
cuisine compatibility to the ethnic dining literature (Choi et al., 2018;
Ha and Jang, 2010a,b; Jang et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2017; Liu and
Mattila, 2015; Youn and Kim, 2017). Finally, it contributes to research
on expertise judgments in the service sector (Melton and Hartline,
2010; Wu et al., 2015), and provides empirical evidence to support that
perceived chef expertise is a key driver for consumers’ restaurant visit
intention in ethnic dining. Findings of this research have important
practical implications by providing guidance to managers of ethnic
restaurants regarding why, when, and how to effectively market fusion
cuisine concepts.

2. Theoretical background

2.1. Ethnic fusion restaurants: creative-mix vs. variety-mix

With the explosive growth of the ethnic dining sector in today’s
global hospitality industry, scholarly research on the topic is also
booming (Choi et al., 2018; Ha and Jang, 2010a,b; Jang et al., 2009;
Kim et al., 2017; Liu and Mattila, 2015; Youn and Kim, 2017). Previous
work has demonstrated key motivational drivers of ethnic dining in-
cluding authenticity, variety, novelty, uniqueness and social belong-
ingness (Ebster and Guist, 2004; Roseman, 2006; Tsai and Lu, 2012). In
addition, it has been shown that consumers’ overall satisfaction and
consequential revisit intention toward ethnic restaurants are oftentimes
shaped by food and service quality, servicescape cues, employee

behavior as well as social interactions with other customers (Jang et al.,
2012; Liu and Mattila, 2015; Wang and Mattila, 2015).

A closer look into this literature, however, brings light to the ob-
servation that majority of existing work tends to treat the ethnic dining
sector as a homogeneous whole, blurring the differences across business
models and positioning strategies. In particular, ethnic restaurants may
adopt various positioning strategies and one specific type that has been
getting growing industry highlight is ethnic fusion restaurants (Trading,
2018; Wharton, 2014). Despite the industry’s enthusiasm in ethnic fu-
sion cuisines, scholarly discussion on this topic is nearly muted in the
hospitality management literature, pressing an urgent need for em-
pirical research to gain an in-depth understanding of ethnic fusion
restaurants and their marketing strategies.

The present research draws on the literature on culture mixing and
specifically the notion of “culture fusion” and “culture co-presentation”
(De keersmaecker et al., 2016). While “culture fusion” refers to the
phenomenon of blending different cultures and/or their presentations
into creating a new independent entity, “culture co-presentation” re-
flects the coexistence of different cultures and/or their presentations
(Choi et al., 2018; De keersmaecker et al., 2016). Prior work shows that
attitude towards culture mixing phenomenon may vary by individual
traits. For example, individuals holding polyculturalism ideology and
low levels of need for cognitive closure are more likely to favor culture
fusion (Choi et al., 2018; De keersmaecker et al., 2016).

Bridging such literature with the context of ethnic dining, we posit
that the two culture mixing phenomena may manifest themselves into
two different types of fusion strategies (i.e., creative-mix vs. variety
mix), with each of them imbued with different experiential values.
Reflecting the notion of “culture fusion”, the creative-mix strategy em-
braces an inventive cuisine approach that creates novel dishes by
blending exotic flavors and culinary skills across different cultures,
meeting consumers’ novelty-seeking motives by providing creative
dining experiences that distinguish from any other (Yeh and Huan,
2017). In contrast, the variety-mix strategy is consistent with the idea of
“culture co-presentation” and mingles representative courses from dif-
ferent cultures into one single menu, allowing consumers to experience
multiple cuisine styles at a time and fulfilling their variety-seeking
needs (Ha and Jang, 2013). While both types of fusion strategies are
commonly employed in ethic fusion restaurants, we argue that their
effectiveness is contingent on two crucial factors: restaurant price tier
(high vs. low) and compatibility between cuisine styles (high vs. low),
which are elaborated in the next sections.

2.2. The congruency between a restaurant’s fusion type and price tier

Price is a key extrinsic cue on which consumers rely to make quality
judgments and consumption decisions (Lewis and Shoemaker, 1997;
Olson, 1977; Parasuraman et al., 1985). Using price as a surrogate of
quality indication is particularly likely to happen in consumer evalua-
tions where the marketing offering is intangible—for instance, the
services industry (Parsa and Njite, 2004; Zeithaml, 1988). Different
price levels are associated with diverse value propositions, which are
developed to capture target markets that hold distinct value definitions
and consumption motivations (Oh, 2003; Ye et al., 2014). Appropriate
market mix integration of product and price will result in desirable
customer evaluations and consumption interests as well as a positive
impact on business bottom line. Inappropriate product-price integra-
tion, however, may undermine consumer evaluations towards the
business (Hwang and Ok, 2013; Ryu and Han, 2010).

Consumers hold distinct expectations for dining experiences at
restaurants in the higher- versus lower-price tier. Specifically, previous
research suggests that creativity-centric practices are commonly ob-
served among restaurants in the higher-price tier such as fine dining
restaurants (Albors-Garrigos et al., 2013; Leschziner, 2015; Stierand
and Dorfler, 2012; Yeh and Huan, 2017). In fact, as showcased by the
Michelin Guide, culinary creativity is a fundamental principle in the
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evaluation of high-end dining experiences (Stierand and Dorfler, 2012;
Yeh and Huan, 2017). Indeed, culinary innovations (e.g., new cooking
methods and menu items), which are typically led by high-end res-
taurants, can quickly permeate to lower-end restaurant businesses
(Ottenbacher and Harrington, 2007). As such, for restaurants in the
higher-price tier and those targeting the high-end customer segments
who value originality and novelty, on-going efforts in menu innovation
are crucial to ensure customer satisfaction, cultivate loyalty, and sus-
tain competitive advantage in the market place (Ottenbacher and
Harrington, 2007).

On the other hand, variety-related concerns tend to be more salient
in customer evaluations of restaurant businesses in the lower-price tier
such as quick service restaurants and casual dining restaurants (Ryu
et al., 2010). Prior work shows that, in the lower-price tier sector,
consumers’ strong variety-seeking motivation is manifested in their
preference for restaurants whose menu offerings are of a higher (vs.
lower) level of variety (Ha and Jang, 2010a,b; Park, 2004; Ryu et al.,
2008, 2010). As a focal component of restaurant food quality, menu
variety meets consumers’ need for high utilitarian value and is a core
driver for consumer satisfaction and behavioral intention toward res-
taurants in the lower-price tier (Ha and Jang, 2010a,b; Park, 2004; Ryu
et al., 2008, 2010). Indeed, given their strong variety-seeking motiva-
tions, consumers are more likely to exhibit restaurant switching beha-
viors in this price tier (Ha and Jang, 2010a,b).

Building on this stream of research, we argue that the two types of
fusion strategies, creative-mix vs. variety-mix, may naturally have a
better fit with restaurants positioned at different price tiers. As the
creative-mix strategy is more congruent with the core principles of
haute cuisine, it may be more effective than the variety-mix strategy in
boosting visit intention toward restaurants in the higher-price tier
(Albors-Garrigos et al., 2013; Leschziner, 2015; Stierand and Dorfler,
2012; Yeh and Huan, 2017). In contrast, the variety-mix strategy aligns
better with restaurants in the lower-price tier, where consumers are
motivated to seek high utilitarian value and variety (Ha and Jang,
2010a,b; Park, 2004; Ryu et al., 2008, 2010). Therefore, the variety-mix
(vs. creative-mix) strategy may lead to higher levels of restaurant visit
intention when implemented by ethnic fusion restaurants in the lower-
price tier.

2.3. The important role of cuisine compatibility

We further posit that the congruency effect of fusion type and res-
taurant price tier can be complicated by cuisine compatibility.
Containing distinct flavors and ingredients, cuisines with different
ethnic heritage may carry high or low levels of compatibility when
paired with each other (Spence, 2018; Stano, 2014). For example,
consumers are likely to perceive the Japanese cooking style and cu-
linary features as more compatible with Chinese cuisine rather than
Mexican cuisine. As such, a Japanese-Chinese fusion restaurant, in
comparison with a Japanese-Mexican fusion restaurant, connotes a
higher value in cuisine compatibility. When imagining two in-
compatible cuisine styles being fused into one dining concept, con-
sumers may perceive it as challenging for the restaurant to deliver the
fused culinary offerings across the two cuisine styles (Spence, 2018;
Stano, 2014; Thompson and Ince, 2013). Consequently, consumers may
form their restaurant evaluations based on whether they believe the
ethnic fusion restaurant can effectively deliver the culinary offerings as
a function of the restaurant’s price tier (high vs. low) and fusion type
(creative-mix vs. variety-mix).

The consideration of cuisine compatibility is particularly relevant to
restaurants in the lower-price tier. Our previous theorization suggests
that the variety-mix strategy is more suitable for restaurants with a
lower-price positioning (Ha and Jang, 2010a,b; Park, 2004; Ryu et al.,
2008, 2010). However, such an advantage of the variety-mix strategy
should be attenuated when the restaurant fuses two relatively in-
compatible cuisine styles. This is because the perceptions of cuisine

incompatibility may dampen consumer confidence in the restaurant’s
capability in delivering such contrasting cuisine offerings (Spence,
2018). Prior research shows that fusion concepts that are developed
based on incompatible cuisine styles are likely to be perceived as less
appealing, given that consumers can be confused by dishes from two
incompatible cuisines appearing on the same restaurant menu (Spence,
2018; Stano, 2014). Moreover, the cost associated with hiring talents
who can master distinct, authentic cuisine styles are at conflict with the
limited operating budget of lower-price tier restaurants (Spence, 2018;
Zeithaml, 1988). As such, we expect that ethnic fusion restaurants in
the lower-price tier will benefit from a variety-mix strategy over a
creative-mix strategy only when cuisine compatibility is high, but not
when cuisine compatibility is low.

At the same time, cuisine compatibility may not override the crea-
tive-mix (vs. variety-mix) advantage for fusion restaurants in the
higher-price tier. While the perceptions of cuisine incompatibility may
dampen consumer confidence in the lower price-tier restaurants
(Spence, 2018), the effect may not apply to fusion restaurants with a
high price positioning. Higher price-tier restaurants are assumed for
their high quality and chef competence. Furthermore, high-end res-
taurants are strongly associated with the customer expectations for
culinary creativity (Albors-Garrigos et al., 2013; Leschziner, 2015;
Stierand and Dorfler, 2012; Yeh and Huan, 2017). Therefore, unlike
what applies to the lower price-tier restaurants, the idea of higher price-
tier restaurants fusing two incompatible ethnic cuisines may be more
exciting as opposed to confusing. Thus, the competitive advantage of a
creative-mix (vs. variety-mix) strategy will hold for ethnic fusion res-
taurants in the higher-price tier, regardless of cuisine compatibility
being high or low.

2.4. Perceived chef expertise as the underlying mechanism

Expertise, which can be defined as an organizations’ ability of to
deliver their promises (Baek et al., 2010), is a focal component un-
derlying the construct of brand credibility (Erdem and Swait, 2004;
Erdem et al., 2002, 2006). Such an approach of conceptualization can
also be applied to the evaluation of service personnel expertise—the
perception and evaluation of whether a service employee can deliver
service promises (Jamal and Anastasiadou, 2009; Melton and Hartline,
2010; Wu et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016). Accordingly, the current
research defines perceived chef expertise as consumer perceptions of
the chef’s ability to deliver the restaurant’s culinary promises. In the
restaurant context, chef expertise, particularly expertise in the domain
of technical competency (i.e., culinary knowledge and skillset), is a key
factor driving customer decisions to visit a restaurant (Ha and Jang,
2010a,b; Liu et al., 2019; Zopiatis, 2010).

We propose that fusion type, restaurant price tier, and cuisine
compatibility will jointly determine consumer perceptions of chef ex-
pertise, which will further influence their restaurant visit intention. For
ethnic fusion restaurants in the higher-price tier, adopting the creative-
mix (vs. variety-mix) strategy will enhance perceived chef expertise.
Prior research shows that there is a close association between culinary
creativity and chef expertise perceptions (Stierand and Dorfler, 2012;
Yang et al., 2016; Zopiatis, 2010). The heightened perception of chef
expertise will further contribute to consumers’ interest to visit the fine-
dining creative (vs. variety) fusion restaurant. This effect should hold
regardless of cuisine compatibility being high or low, as the higher level
of price tag will be able to endorse the restaurant of chef competence
and food quality. Therefore, we propose that, for ethnic restaurants in
the higher-price tier, regardless of cuisine compatibility being high or
low, the creative-mix (vs. variety-mix) strategy will enhance perceived
chef expertise, which further leads to higher levels of restaurant visit
intention. Chef expertise plays a lesser role, however, for restaurants in
the lower-price tier.

Accordingly, we propose that when cuisine compatibility is high,
there is an interaction effect between fusion type and restaurant price
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tier on perceived chef expertise and visit intention. Specifically:

H1.When cuisine compatibility is high, ethnic fusion restaurants in the
higher-price tier will generate higher levels of (a) perceived chef
expertise and (b) visit intention through the creative-mix (vs. variety-
mix) strategy.

H2.When cuisine compatibility is high, ethnic fusion restaurants in the
lower-price tier will generate higher levels of (a) perceived chef
expertise and (b) visit intention through the variety-mix (v. creative-
mix) strategy.

In addition, we propose that when cuisine compatibility is low,
there is an interaction effect between fusion type and restaurant price
tier on perceived chef expertise and visit intention. Specifically:

H3. When cuisine compatibility is low, ethnic fusion restaurants in the
higher-price tier will generate higher levels of (a) perceived chef
expertise and (b) visit intention through the creative-mix (vs. variety-
mix) strategy.

H4. When cuisine compatibility is low, ethnic fusion restaurants in the
lower-price tier will generate similar levels of (a) perceived chef
expertise and (b) visit intention regardless of fusion strategy types.

Finally, we propose that a moderated mediation effect through
perceived chef expertise can explain how fusion type influences visit
intention for restaurants in the higher-price tier. Specifically:

H5. When cuisine compatibility is high, perceived chef expertise will
mediate the impact of fusion type on visit intention in the higher price
condition.

H6. When cuisine compatibility is low, perceived chef expertise will
mediate the impact of fusion type on visit intention in the higher price
condition.

A conceptual framework is provided in Fig. 1.

3. Methodology

3.1. Study design and sample

The study utilized a 2 (fusion type: creative-mix vs. variety-mix) ×
2 (restaurant price tier: high vs. low) × 2 (cuisine compatibility: high
vs. low) between-subjects experimental design. A total of 315 U.S. adult
consumers, recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk consumer panel
(Buhrmester et al., 2011; Paolacci et al., 2010), were randomly assigned
to one of the eight experimental conditions. The majority of re-
spondents identified themselves as Caucasian (66.3%), followed by
African American (16.5%), Hispanic (7.9%), Asian (6.3%), American
Indian, Alaskan Native, Hawaiian or Pacific Islander (0.6%), and other
(2.2%).1 The sample was between the ages of 19 and 90 (M = 38.1),
46.0 percent of the respondents were male, 61.9 percent earned a four-
year college degree, and 65.1 percent had an annual household income
of $40,000 or above.

3.2. Procedures and materials

Participants were asked to imagine themselves in a hypothetical
scenario where they were considering an ethnic fusion restaurant called
Zenco, a fictitious name (see sample scenario in the Appendix). Cuisine
compatibility was manipulated by stating the restaurant featured
“Japanese-Chinese fusion cuisine” in the high compatibility condition
and by stating the restaurant featured “Japanese-Mexican fusion cui-
sine” in the low compatibility condition. The selection of these cuisine

styles was based on popular ethnic fusion restaurants and trends
(Burum et al., 2017; Cuevas, 2018; De La Cruz, 2019; Kang, 2017) as
well as pre-test results. In a pre-test with 108 participants, we explained
that an ethnic fusion restaurant typically would combine cuisines from
at least two cultures and that some cuisines might blend together more
naturally than others. We then asked all participants to rate in general
(1) how they perceive “Japanese-Mexican fusion cuisine” (1 = low
compatibility, 7 = high compatibility) and (2) how they perceive
“Japanese-Chinese fusion cuisine” (1 = low compatibility, 7 = high
compatibility). Results from a paired sample t-test conformed that
“Japanese-Chinese fusion cuisine” (M = 5.73) was perceived as a more
compatible fusion cuisine type than “Japanese-Mexican fusion cuisine”
(M = 3.64; t = 8.17, p< .05). These two questions, which assess the
cuisine compatibility manipulation, were also included in the main
study.

Restaurant price tier was manipulated by tagging the restaurant
with “$$ (Price Range: $11–30)” in the lower price condition and by
tagging with “$$$$ (Price Range: Above $60)” in the higher price
condition, consistent with standard restaurant price tiers on
TripAdvisor. Fusion type was manipulated by emphasizing the restau-
rant offered “an original invention blending ingredients and flavors
from both Japan and [China/Mexico], inspired by the chef’s passion for
creativity” in the creative-mix condition and by highlighting the res-
taurant offered “a variety of long-established dishes from the culinary
tradition of either Japan or [China/Mexico], reflected by chef’s passion
for classics” in the variety-mix condition.

To measure visit intention, we asked participants “What is the
likelihood that you are going to visit Zenco restaurant?” and asked
them to rate on 7-point scales (unlikely/likely, improbable/probable,
impossible/possible; α = .94) adapted from Yi (1993). This scale has
been widely used in hospitality research to measure consumer re-
sponses to advertising stimuli in both online as well as offline settings
(e.g., Hu, 2012; Huang et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2009; Liu and Mattila,
2015; Mattila, 2002). Perceived chef expertise was captured through 7-
point scales (not an expert/expert, inexperienced/experienced, un-
knowledgeable/knowledgeable, unqualified/qualified, unskilled/
skilled; α = .94) adapted from Ohanian (1990). Product category in-
volvement is defined as “a person’s perceived relevance of the object
based on inherent needs, values, and interests” (p. 342)—a crucial
construct influencing consumer purchase decisions (Zaichkowsky,
1985). We gauged participants’ product category involvement with
ethnic restaurants on 7-point scales (unimportant/important to me, do
not matter/matter to me, mean nothing/mean a lot to me; α = .94)
adapted from Zaichkowsky (1985). We also asked participants to in-
dicate their liking of Japanese food (1 = not at all, 7 = very much),
liking of Mexican/Chinese food2 (1 = not at all, 7 = very much), and
frequency of dining out (“On average, how many times do you dine out
per week?”). Following prior research on consumer decision-making in
the restaurant setting (e.g., Lu and Chi, 2018; Seiter and Weger, 2020;
Wu et al., 2015), we included product category involvement, liking of
food, and frequency of dining out as control variables in the statistical
data analyses.

To check the manipulation of restaurant price tier, we asked parti-
cipants to recall Zenco’s price range (1 = $$ price range: $11–30, 7 = $
$$$ price range: above $60). To check the manipulation of fusion type,
we asked what kind of ethnic dishes were featured in Zenco (1 = an
original invention of dishes, 7 = a variety of long-established dishes).
In addition, we asked participants how realistic the scenario was (1 =
unrealistic, 7 = realistic). Furthermore, we included the two questions
(used in the pre-test) to re-confirm the effectiveness of the cuisine
compatibility manipulation. Finally, we assessed perceived fusion

1 Including ethnicity as a control variable in the statistical analyses yielded
similar patterns of results.

2 We asked those in the “Japanese-Chinese fusion restaurant” condition to
indicate their liking of Chinese food, whereas we asked those in the “Japanese-
Mexican fusion restaurant” condition to indicate their liking of Mexican food.
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equivalence to ensure that, across experimental conditions, our mate-
rials resulted in similar levels of fusion perception between the two
cuisine styles (i.e., perceiving the fusion as a balanced mix of both
cuisine styles rather than belonging primarily to one cuisine style over
another). To do so, we asked participants to what extent they felt the
restaurant’s menu offerings belonged to Japan versus the other country
on an 11-point scale (0 = 100% Japanese, 5 = 50% Japanese and 50%
[Mexico/Chinese], 10 = 100% [Mexico/Chinese]) adapted from De
Keersmaecker et al. (2016).

4. Results

4.1. Manipulation checks

As expected, a three-way ANOVA on the restaurant price tier check
scores suggested a main effect of restaurant price tier (F(1, 307) =
284.79, p< .05), indicating a significant difference between the lower
price condition (M = 2.52) and the higher price condition (M = 5.85).
In addition, a three-way ANOVA on the fusion type check scores sug-
gested a main effect of fusion type (F(1, 307) = 83.82, p< .05), in-
dicating a significant difference between the creative-mix condition (M
= 2.87) and the variety-mix condition (M = 4.95; t = 9.05). Similar to
the pre-test results, a paired sample t-test re-conformed that “Japanese-
Chinese fusion cuisine” (M= 6.03) was perceived as a more compatible
fusion cuisine type than “Japanese-Mexican fusion cuisine” (M = 3.59;
t = 11.55, p < .05). Moreover, the mean rating on scenario realism was
high (M = 5.67; t = 21.40, p< .05 as compared to the scale midpoint)
and did not differ across experimental conditions (F(1, 307) = .57, p =
.45), suggesting that participants perceived the scenarios to reflect real-
life restaurant contexts. Finally, the mean rating on perceived fusion
equivalence (M = 5.33) was about the scale midpoint “5 = 50%
Japanese and 50% [Chinese/Mexican]” and did not differ across ex-
perimental conditions (F(1, 307) = .32, p = .57). Such results con-
firmed that fusion equivalence was achieved across experiment condi-
tions, suggesting that the fusion concepts portrayed in our materials
were not perceived as more representative of one cuisine style over
another. In conclusion, our experimental manipulations were effective.

4.2. Perceived chef expertise

We conducted a fusion type × restaurant price tier × cuisine
compatibility ANCOVA on perceived chef expertise (see Table 1). Pro-
duct category involvement, liking of Japanese food, liking of Mexican/
Chinese food, and frequency of dining out were included as covariates.
The results revealed a main effect of fusion type (F(1, 303) = 6.86,
p < .05) and a main effect of cuisine compatibility (F(1, 303) = 6.16,
p < .05). Most importantly, these main effects were qualified by a
significant 2-way interaction between fusion type and restaurant price

tier (F(1, 303) = 13.31, p< .05) and a significant 2-way interaction
between fusion type and cuisine compatibility (F(1, 303) = 6.63,
p< .05). Guided by our theoretical reasoning, we further examined
these main and interaction effects conditioned on cuisine compatibility
levels.

When cuisine compatibility was high (see Fig. 2 left panel), there
was a significant 2-way interaction between fusion type and restaurant
price tier (F(1, 303) = 8.835, p< .05). For ethnic fusion restaurants in
the higher-price tier, the creative-mix strategy (M = 6.06) led to higher
perceived chef expertise than the variety-mix strategy (M = 5.66; F(1,
303) = 4.76, p< .05), supporting H1a. As expected, for ethnic fusion
restaurants in the lower-price tier, the variety-mix strategy (M = 5.98)
led to marginally higher perceived chef expertise than the creative-mix
strategy (M = 5.59; F(1, 303) = 3.61, p = .06). As the effect is only
directional, H2a is not supported.

When cuisine compatibility was low (see Fig. 2 right panel), there
was a significant 2-way interaction between fusion type and restaurant
price tier (F(1, 303) = 7.52, p< .05). For ethnic fusion restaurants in
the higher-price tier, the adoption of the creative-mix strategy (M =
6.08) led to higher perceived chef expertise than using the variety-mix
strategy (M = 5.17; F(1, 303) = 20.30, p< .001), which is consistent
with H3a. As expected, for ethnic fusion restaurants in the lower-price
tier, the variety-mix strategy (M = 5.41) and creative-mix strategy (M
= 5.59) led to no significant difference in perceived chef expertise (F(1,
303) = .87, p = .35), supporting H4a.

Fig. 1. Conceptual framework.

Table 1
ANCOVA table for perceived chef expertise.

Outcome variable: Perceived chef expertise

F p

Covariates:
Involvement 56.33 .00*
Liking of Japanese food 1.30 .26
Liking of Mexican/Chinese food 14.39 .00*
Frequency of dining out 1.03 .31
Independent variables and interactions:
Fusion type 7.86 .01*
Restaurant price tier .90 .34
Cuisine compatibility 6.16 .01*
Fusion type × Restaurant price tier 13.3 .00*
Fusion type × Cuisine compatibility 6.63 .01*
Restaurant price tier × Cuisine compatibility .07 .79
Fusion type × Restaurant price tier × Cuisine compatibility .01 .91

* p< 05.
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4.3. Visit intention

We conducted a fusion type × restaurant price tier × cuisine
compatibility ANCOVA on visit intention (see Table 2). Product cate-
gory involvement, liking of Japanese food, liking of Mexican/Chinese
food, and frequency of dining out were entered as covariates. The re-
sults revealed a main effect of fusion type (F(1, 303) = 7.24, p < .05).
Most importantly, it was qualified by a significant 2-way interaction
between fusion type and restaurant price tier (F(1, 303) = 18.93,
p < .001) and a significant 2-way interaction between fusion type and
cuisine compatibility (F(1, 303) = 7.33, p < .05). We looked into these
main and interaction effects by cuisine compatibility levels.

When cuisine compatibility was high (see Fig. 3 left panel), there
was a significant 2-way interaction between fusion type and restaurant
price tier (F(1, 303) = 7.05, p< .05). Specifically, for ethnic fusion
restaurants in the higher-price tier, the creative-mix strategy (M =
5.34) led to higher levels of visit intention than the variety-mix strategy
(M = 4.78; F(1, 303) = 4.14, p< .05), providing support for H1b. In
contrast, for ethnic fusion restaurants in the lower-price tier, the
variety-mix strategy (M = 5.69) led to higher levels of visit intention

than the creative-mix strategy (M = 5.14; F(1, 303) = 5.06, p< .05),
supporting H2b.

When cuisine compatibility was low (see Fig. 3 right panel), there
was a significant 2-way interaction between fusion type and restaurant
price tier F(1, 303) = 12.64, p< .05). Specifically, for ethnic fusion
restaurants in the higher-price tier, the creative-mix strategy (M =
5.90) led to higher levels of visit intention than the variety-mix strategy
(M = 4.38; F(1, 303) = 20.09, p< .001), supporting H3b. As expected,
for ethnic fusion restaurants in the lower-price tier, the variety-mix
strategy (M = 5.22) and creative-mix strategy (M = 5.30) led to no
significant difference in visit intention (F(1, 303) = .29, p = .59),
which is consistent with H4b.

4.4. Mediation analysis

To test H5, we conducted a moderated mediation analysis using the
percentile bootstrapping approach (PROCESS V3 Model 12; Hayes,
2017). In the model, we specified fusion type as the independent
variable, restaurant price tier and cuisine compatibility as moderators,
perceived chef expertise as the mediator, and visit intention as the re-
sponse variable. Product category involvement, liking of Japanese food,
liking of Mexican/Chinese food, and frequency of dining out were in-
cluded as covariates. We used 20,000 bootstrap samples to generate
percentile bootstrap confidence intervals. The bootstrapping results
revealed a significant moderated mediation through perceived chef
expertise when cuisine compatibility was high (index = -0.4467, 95%
CI = [-0.8472, -.1029]). Specifically, perceived chef expertise mediated
the impact of fusion type on visit intention in the higher price condition
(indirect effect = -.2269, 95% CI = [-0.4811, -.0048]) but not in the
lower price condition (indirect effect = .2198, 95% CI = [-0.0245,
.4964]), supporting H5. The bootstrapping results also indicated a
significant moderated mediation through perceived chef expertise when
cuisine compatibility was low (index = -.4206, 95% CI = [-0.7886,
-.0953]). Specifically, perceived chef expertise mediated the impact of
fusion type on visit intention in the higher price condition (indirect
effect = -.5213, 95% CI = [-0.8449, -.2535]) but not in the lower price
condition (indirect effect = -.1008, 95% CI = [-0.3431, .1154]), which
is consistent with H6. Model coefficients for the conditional process
model are provided in Table 3.

Fig. 2. The impact of fusion type, restaurant price tier, and cuisine compatibility on perceived chef expertise.
Note: ★ denotes significance at the 0.05 level, while ☆ denotes significance at the 0.10 level.

Table 2
ANCOVA table for visit intention.

Outcome variable: Visit intention

F p

Covariates:
Involvement 54.10 .00*
Liking of Japanese food 7.30 .02*
Liking of Mexican/Chinese food 9.34 .00*
Frequency of dining out .05 .82
Independent variables and interactions:
Fusion type 7.24 .01*
Restaurant price tier 2.59 .11
Cuisine compatibility .06 .82
Fusion type × Restaurant price tier 18.93 .00*
Fusion type × Cuisine compatibility 7.33 .01*
Restaurant price tier × Cuisine compatibility .62 .43
Fusion type × Restaurant price tier × Cuisine compatibility .01 .91

* p<05.
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4.5. General discussion

The restaurant industry is witnessing an unprecedented rise of
ethnic fusion restaurants (e.g., Sushirrito, a San Francisco based fast
casual restaurant chain specialized in Japanese-Mexican fusion; Tosca
at The Ritz-Carlton, a Hong Kong based fine dining offering Italian-
Asian fusion; Vermilion, a Chicago based casual dining restaurant fea-
turing Latin-Indian fusion). However, the existing hospitality literature
provides little guidance on how to leverage marketing strategies to
enhance consumer visit intention for ethnic fusion restaurants. To ad-
dress this gap, the present research examines two types of restaurant
fusion strategies—the creative-mix strategy and the variety-mix stra-
tegy—and their impact on consumers’ restaurant visit intention. Our
findings suggest that the effectiveness of these two fusion strategies
depends on two critical marketing factors: restaurant price tier and
cuisine compatibility. For ethnic restaurants in the higher-price tier, our
findings demonstrate that the creative-mix strategy is more effective
than the variety-mix strategy in boosting perceived chef expertise and
visit intention; such an advantage of the creative-mix strategy is further
amplified among those restaurants fusing cuisine styles of low com-
patibility. For ethnic fusion restaurants in the lower-price tier, the

variety-mix (vs. creative-mix) strategy is deemed as more appealing to
drive visit intention, only when the two fused cuisine styles are of high
compatibility. When ethnic fusion restaurants in the lower-price tier
attempt to fuse two incompatible cuisine styles, the variety-mix strategy
loses its competitive advantage over the creative-mix strategy given
consumers’ credibility concerns. That is, the lower-price tier positioning
may potentially conflict with the difficulty of mastering distinct cuisine
styles, hindering consumer confidence in the restaurant delivering au-
thentic dishes from distinct culinary roots (Spence, 2018). Results from
the moderated mediation analysis provide further empirical evidence to
support our theorization that perceived chef expertise explains why
ethnic fusion restaurants in the higher-price tier can enjoy the compe-
titive advantage of utilizing the creative-mix strategy regardless of
cuisine compatibility levels.

4.6. Theoretical implications

Findings from this research provide several important theoretical
contributions. Despite ethnic dining concepts’ burgeoning popularity in
practice and in research (Choi et al., 2018; Ha and Jang, 2010a,b; Jang
et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2017; Liu and Mattila, 2015; National

Fig. 3. The impact of fusion type, restaurant price tier, and cuisine compatibility on visit intention.
Note: ★ denotes significance at the 0.05 level, while ☆ denotes significance at the 0.10 level.

Table 3
Model coefficients for the conditional process model.

Consequent

Perceived chef expertise Visit intention

Antecedent Coeff. SE p Coeff. SE p

Fusion type a1 −.1763 .1988 .3758 c1' .0215 .2476 .9336
Restaurant price tier a2 .4941 .2168 .0234 c2' .3177 .2831 .2626
Cuisine compatibility a3 .0052 .2159 .9807 c3' −.1705 .2795 .5424
Fusion type × Restaurant price tier a4 −.7360 .2916 .0121 c4' −1.0192 .3813 .0079
Fusion type × Cuisine compatibility a5 .5610 .2920 .0557 c5' .3176 .3803 .4044
Restaurant price tier × Cuisine compatibility a6 −.0320 .3085 .9176 c6' −.3761 .3993 .3470
Fusion type × Restaurant price tier × Cuisine compatibility a7 −.0458 .4186 .9129 c7' .3483 .5418 .5208
Perceived Chef Expertise — — — b .5715 .0744 < .001
Constant iM 3.1114 .3266 < .001 iY −.7489 .4819 .1212

R2 = .2961 R2 = .4745
F(11, 303) = 11.5863, p < .001 F(12, 302) = 11.5863, p < .001

Covariates: Product category involvement, liking of Japanese food, liking of Mexican/Chinese food, and frequency of dining out.
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Restaurant Association, 2018; Youn and Kim, 2017; Trading, 2018), the
extant body of hospitality management literature, to date, provides
little discussion on the practices and positioning of ethnic fusion res-
taurants. Filling this void, the current research presents novel insights
on fusion restaurant’s positioning strategies. Our findings suggest that
the successful positioning of an ethnic fusion restaurant depends on
three critical factors—fusion type, restaurant price tier, and cuisine
compatibility. Echoing the classic marketing management literature
(Park et al., 1986; Yoo et al., 2000), our findings stress the importance
of fit in strategic planning and marketing mix management, demon-
strating that ethnic fusion restaurants can achieve a competitive edge
by matching the right fusion type with the appropriate price positioning
and blending the right pairs of ethnic cuisines.

Our theorizing on the congruency effect of fusion type and restau-
rant price tier on visit intention is in support of prior research findings
illuminating the association between restaurant price tier and core
benefits sought. Previous research shows that, in the restaurant in-
dustry, while creativity is more heavily emphasized in the high-end
haute cuisine segment (Albors-Garrigos et al., 2013; Leschziner, 2015;
Stierand and Dorfler, 2012; Yeh and Huan, 2017), variety receives
greater highlight among restaurants positioned at lower price (Ha and
Jang, 2010a,b; Park, 2004; Ryu et al., 2008, 2010). Consistent with
such a pattern of findings, our research presents evidence from the
ethnic dining context showing that the creative-mix concept boosts visit
intention toward restaurants in the higher-price tier, whereas the
variety-mix concept is more effective for restaurants in the lower-price
tier.

In addition, we contribute to the hospitality management literature
by introducing the notion of cuisine compatibility to ethnic dining re-
search. Drawing from the culinary and semiotics literature (Spence,
2018; Stano, 2014), our research findings suggest that cuisine com-
patibility can be an important boundary factor that moderates the
congruency between fusion type and restaurant price tier in ethnic
dining. The concept of cuisine compatibility highlights consumers’
perceived natural match and harmony between cuisine styles that are
associated with distinct cultures or geographic regions (e.g., in terms of
ingredients, flavors, and techniques) and can be particularly relevant to
the fusion research context (Spence, 2018; Stano, 2014). Prior scholarly
literature posits that fusion concepts that are developed based on in-
compatible cuisine styles are likely to cause consumer confusion and
thereby lose appeal (Spence, 2018; Stano, 2014). However, our findings
suggest that the impact of cuisine compatibility on consumption in-
terest may be more complex than prior theoretical postulations. We
show that, indeed, cuisine incompatibility can lower consumption in-
terest for those lower-price tier restaurants utilizing the variety-mix
strategy. For those higher-price tier restaurants that adopt the creative-
mix strategy, however, cuisine incompatibility can in fact stimulate
greater consumption interest. It is worthy to note that, consistent with
theory-driven reasoning, our findings show that the comparative ad-
vantage of the creative-mix strategy (vs. the variety-mix strategy) on
visit intention is more profound for the higher-price tiered restaurants
when the cuisine compatibility is low as opposed to high. These results
are conceptually in line with prior research demonstrating an expertise
signaling process caused by disfluency, featuring technical difficulty as
the drive for service competence perceptions—the more challenging a
task is (e.g., fusing incompatible cuisine styles into one dining concept),
the more a consumer desires professional service and the more com-
petent the service provider is perceived to be (Thompson and Ince,
2013).

Moreover, our findings illuminate the role that perceived chef ex-
pertise plays in restaurant choices. From a layman’s perspective, chef
expertise is widely acknowledged as a main consideration that drives
dining decisions (Attenweiler, 2014). Surprisingly, this construct has
remained as a relatively underexplored topic in the hospitality

literature (Zopiatis, 2010). Our findings show that, in the ethnic fusion
context, consumers are likely to judge a chef’s expertise through an
overall assessment of fusion type, restaurant price tier, and cuisine in-
compatibility. When the restaurant adopts a fusion type that does not fit
its positioned price tier (e.g., a lower-price tier restaurant adopting a
creative-mix strategy), consumers are inclined to hold a negative
judgment over the chef’s expertise and thereby become less interested
in visiting the restaurant. Such a judgment is driven by plausibility and
credibility concerns, as consumers may ponder whether the promised
menu offerings will actually be successfully executed, considering the
restaurant’s price tier and cuisine compatibility level. Our findings
provide empirical evidence to demonstrate that such a thinking process
about chef expertise can indeed influence consumers’ restaurant visit
intention, particularly in the high-price tier.

Through the lens of ethnic fusion, our results also speak to the larger
phenomenon of how the contemporary American society views, accepts
and practices culture mixing (Cheon, 2019; Choi et al., 2018; De
keersmaecker et al., 2016). The present research contributes to the
hospitality literature by bringing the novel theoretical perspective of
culture mixing to the stream of work on ethnic dining and by mapping
the two different fusion strategies onto the two forms of culture mix-
ing—with the creative-mix strategy reflecting “culture fusion” whereas
the variety-mix strategy exemplifying “culture co-presentation.” Fur-
thermore, previous research in culture mixing shows that the relative
appeal of culture mixing types (i.e., culture fusion vs. culture co-pre-
sentation) hinges on individual differences such as need for cognitive
closure and ideologies (Choi et al., 2018; De keersmaecker et al., 2016).
Extending this line of work, our research uncovers that the relative
appeal of the culture mixing types can also depend on situational fac-
tors, pressing the need for a more in-depth scholarly endeavor to offer
nuanced insights on how social contexts shape culture mixing practices.
Our investigation in the ethnic fusion dining context suggests that
“culture fusion” might be more closely associated with a higher-price
tier positioning, while “culture co-presentation” might be more suitable
for businesses in the lower-price tier. To that end, our research also
joins the scholarly discussion that highlights the cultural underpinning
of both food consumption at large and ethnic dining specifically
(Fischler, 1980; Kim et al., 2017; Montanari, 2006), calling for future
hospitality research to continue such efforts to funnel our under-
standing about food consumption to the broader discussion on societal
issues such as culture mixing.

4.7. Managerial implications

This study offers marketing insights to restaurant operators who
attempt to address consumers’ increasing interest in ethnic fusion cui-
sines (National Restaurant Association, 2018). To gain a competitive
advantage in the ethnic dining segment, many ethnic restaurants have
considered or implemented different types of fusion strategies, such as
creative-mix fusion or variety-mix fusion strategies, in their marketing
positioning to appeal to a wide range of customers and drive visit in-
tention. However, findings of this research suggest that the choice of
creative-mix or variety-mix strategies should be based on the focal
restaurant’s price tier and cuisine compatibility. Specifically, a creative-
mix fusion strategy reflects the idea of “culture fusion” where different
cultures are fused together to create a new independent entity. As
creativity-centric practices are commonly observed among restaurants
in the higher-price tier such as fine dining restaurants, we suggest that
the creative-mix fusion strategy naturally fits better with ethnic res-
taurants adopting a higher price positioning. In contrast, a variety-mix
fusion strategy embraces the notion of “culture co-presentation” where
different cultures remain as separate entities and are mingled together
without being pressed into one. Given that consumers’ variety seeking
and utilitarian motivations are more salient in the lower-price tier
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sector, we suggest that the variety-mix fusion strategy is more con-
ceptually compatible with ethnic restaurants employing a lower price
positioning. Ensuring the fit between the restaurant’s fusion strategy
and pricing is the first step to running a successful ethnic fusion res-
taurant.

Furthermore, ethnic restaurant owners should pay special attention
to the notion of cuisine compatibility, which refers to the extent to
which the two fused cuisines are compatible with each other. For ex-
ample, consumers may perceive the Japanese cooking style and cu-
linary features as more compatible with Chinese cuisine rather than
Mexican cuisine. As such, a Japanese-Chinese fusion restaurant, in
comparison with a Japanese-Mexican fusion restaurant, connotes a
higher level in cuisine compatibility. Cuisine compatibility is a critical
contextual factor that has not been well understood by hospitality re-
searchers and practitioners. Findings of this research reveal that the
strategic choice of fusion type, restaurant price tier, and cuisine com-
patibility should be jointly considered when deriving marketing stra-
tegies for an ethnic fusion restaurant. While we show that ethnic fusion
restaurants in the higher-price tier can generate higher levels of per-
ceived chef expertise and visit intention through the creative-mix
strategy regardless of cuisine compatibility levels, ethnic fusion res-
taurants in the lower-price tier can generate higher levels of perceived
chef expertise and visit intention through the variety-mix strategy only
when cuisine compatibility is high. Therefore, managers of ethnic res-
taurants should be aware that cuisine compatibility plays a critical role
in determining the success of creative-mix and variety-mix strategies,
and therefore, they should effectively assess and manage customers’
perception of cuisine compatibility through consumer research. That is,
marketers can conduct survey or interview studies with their target
customers to make sure customers’ perceived compatibility levels of the
fused cuisines are similar to what the ethnic restaurant has aimed at. If
there is a gap, marketers may consider providing explanations and
stories behind their fusion practices to guide consumers’ knowledge of
cuisine compatibility. For instance, at first sight, one may not take
Korean and Mexican cuisines as a compatible fit to form a fusion con-
cept. However, when shared with the chef’s personal story of growing
up in a Korean-Mexican neighborhood in South California enjoying
bite-size finger foods from both cuisines, consumers may be more likely
to perceive a higher level of cuisine compatibility and show more ap-
preciation towards a variety-mix fusion practice.

Finally, the study findings also reveal the importance of a chef’s
expertise as a crucial underlying reason for customers to visit ethnic
fusion restaurants. Hence, on top of the strategic fit among different
marketing mixes that we have suggested, marketers could design
communication tactics that explicitly express the chef’s expertise to
potential customers. For example, if the chef is well-known and has
been awarded, marketers can communicate those achievements
through social media and press releases to promote celebrity chefs.
Alternatively, a biography on the menu or on the website highlighting
the chef’s passion for and experience in ethnic cuisines could also help
convey the expert image of the chef. In particular, a demonstration of
both receiving formal training experiences as well as practicing at
outstanding professional organizations across cuisine styles would
greatly enhance a chef’s perceived expertise in the ethnic fusion do-
main, which subsequently boosts consumers’ restaurant visit intention.

4.8. Limitations and future research

We would like to address several limitations of this work and sug-
gest some directions for future research. First, our study was conducted
through a scenario-based experiment using a set of most popular ethnic
cuisine styles to develop the creative-mix and variety-mix conditions.
Future work on ethnic fusion restaurants should validate and extend
our findings through using other cuisine styles (e.g., Korean,
Mediterranean, Italian) and across various populations of interest (e.g.,
Eastern vs. Western consumers). It is also important to measure how
much the participants usually spend on dining out, as it might affect
how consumers respond to various restaurant price tiers. Future re-
search should investigate how consumers’ spending habits influence
their purchase decisions in ethnic dining contexts. In addition, for
restaurants with a low-price positioning, consumers’ perceived fit be-
tween fusion type and price tier may be driving the effects, as opposed
to perceived chef expertise. Therefore, future research should measure
perceived fit and processing fluency to further understand consumers’
decision making regarding ethnic fusion restaurants in the lower price
tier. As insightfully pointed out by one of the reviewers, cuisine com-
patibility may be correlated with perceived variety, which can influ-
ence subsequent restaurant evaluations and purchase intentions. Not
examined in this research, the conceptual relationship between cuisine
compatibility and perceived variety presents itself as an interesting
direction that is worthy of future research endeavors. Future research
should examine how cuisine incompatibility influences menu variety
perceptions and how such perceptions affect consumers’ perceived risk
and confidence in the restaurant’s culinary offerings. Furthermore, the
influence of individual differences is out of the scope of the current
research and future research could extend this work and explore how
individual differences (e.g., dialecticism; Hwang et al., 2018) shape
consumer responses to creative-mix and variety-mix strategies. For
example, prior research suggests that dialectical thinkers tend to show
more confidence when facing incongruent information (Hwang et al.,
2018), and therefore, it would be interesting to investigate how con-
sumers who are high in dialecticism react to the mismatch of fusion
type, restaurant price tier, and cuisine compatibility. Price sensitivity
would be another variable worth considering as a potential moderator,
given its impact on product innovativeness such as fusion cuisine
(Erdem, Doğdubay, & Sorioğlan, 2012). It would be interesting to ex-
amine how price sensitivity buffers the effects between variables in the
context of ethnic fusion restaurants.

Finally, we would like to call for more hospitality management re-
search highlighting the cultural underpinning and social significance of
food consumption and dining experiences (Kim et al., 2009; Latour and
Deighton, 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Poulston and Yiu, 2011). After all,
what a food consumption/dining experience means to us as individuals
and as a society is way beyond a sensory blast arising at the tip of the
tongue (Stano, 2014). As nicely put by the Los Angeles based fusion
restaurant “rctngl” on their restaurant website: “The dining table has
always been a symbol of many things: the place where we nourish ourselves,
where we come together… share experiences, and create new under-
standings. Regardless of other differences, all cultures across the world (and
through time) view the dining table with the same significance” (rctngl.,
2019). This gives the ending to our fusion story—differences may exist,
but love extends.

Appendix Sample Scenario

You are looking for a good restaurant to celebrate a special occasion. Based on your group’s taste preference, you are considering the following
Japanese-Chinese fusion restaurant:
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